



\Advanced Theory of Value"
and the Origin of
\Equations of production"
??????? ?
The equations of production are important components of Sra®a's
Production of Commodities?1960?. The origin of the equations can be
found in his notes and drafts prepared for his lectures on the theory
of value at the University of Cambridge. The purpose of this paper
is to identify the background and theoretical foundations of Sra®a's
equations of production by investigating his notes and drafts reserved
at the library of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Yuichi Matsumoto
?? JEL?B12, B41
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????????????????? D3/12 ???? 1926 ???????????????
























?? 32????????????? 1955???????????1927? 11
???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
10A = 3A+ 7B + 4C
20B = 6A+ 5B + 1C

















3A+ 7B + 4C ? 10A
6A+ 5B + 1C ? 20B
1A+ 8B + 10C ? 15C
?????????????????????????? A? 10????
?????????????? 3????????? 7??????? 7?












10A+ 4A = 3A+ 9B



















aA = a1A+ b1B + c1C
bB = a2A+ b2B + c2C














??????D3/12/2????? 28?Kurz and Salvadori?2001,p.263??
???????????????????????????????????
vaA = (vaa1 + vbb1 + c1)r
vbB = (vaa2 + vbb2 + c2)r
C = (vaa3 + vbb3 + c3)r
??????????????????????????????3????
??A?B?C ??????????????a1?b1?c1 ? A??????
???????????a2?b2?c2 ? B ?????????????????
a3?b3?c3 ? C ????????????????????va?vb ?? 3?
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?????????????? 61???????????? 1925?? 1926
??????????????????????????????????
? 60????????Signorino, 2005, p.361???????????????
??????????????????????????????????






???1????? 17????? 1?????????17????? 2??




6) 71 ???????? D2/4 ???????????????????
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?D3/12/3? \Notes: London, Summer 1927 (Physical real costs etc)" in-
cluding preparations for lectures (4 docs)? 1927????????????
??????????????????????????????????











7) Porta?2001, p.251???D3/12/3 ??71(as numbered by Sra®a) ruled exercise-book
sheets?????? 71 ????????????????????1 ?? 71 ????????
????????????????49??????50???63??????64???????1 ?
? 71 ?????????????? 69 ??69 sheets?????D3/12/3 ???????
?????????????? 76 ???????????????????????????
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???????????????? an ultimate standard of value??D3/12/3
????? 39????????????????????????????
?????? Physical Real Costs?????
????D3/12/4 ? Notes, essentially preparations for lectures 1928-31
(7 docs)? Nov 1927?????????????3????????????
??????????????????????????????????
???????End of November 1927??large sheets??????????





?????????????????? 1927? 11? 26?????K???









?D3/12/5? Notes on \looms" (11 docs)?Winter 1927-28??????





















?D3/12/6? Notes on surpluses (3 docs)?Winter 1927-28???????
?????????????Winter 1927-28?????p.2 equal proportional
surpluses?????????p.2?????? 10????????? 15??






















?D3/12/7? Notes, essentially on industries using hyperthetical exam-








???Why I neglect Incr. + Dim. Ret on equations???????????
???????????????? 85???MAN FROM THE MOON???
??? 87?? Gilibert?2006?????????????
???? 90? 1928? 7? 8?????????8.7.28??????? 95??
?????????????????? 90??1821? 1? 25??????
????????????????????????????? 93????
???????????????????????????????????















?D3/12/9?Notebooks and notes on elasticity (4 docs)?May-Jul 1928,
May 1932??????????????? 4??????? 4??????
?????? 2???-??????????????? 11?Gilibert?2003?
??????????????????????? 96???????? 2??
????????? 97??May 1932???????Length of period.???
????????????? 106?118??????????????????
?D3/12/10? Notebook (1 vol)? Dec 1927-Mich 1928????????
????????????????????????????????????
???Michaelmas Term, 1928???Lent Term, 1928???DECEMBER 1927?
??? 3???????????????? 4??With surplus equations??
????????????????????? 33??First equations????
?? 68??Equations with surplus?? 3???????????????






?????? 64 ?? 4 ?
?????????????? 3??????????????????
???????????????????















?D3/12/13? Notes on rent and \normal pro¯ts" (13 docs)? Summer -
Oct 1929????????????????????????????N.B. This
folder is worm-eaten ! Jan 1955?????[Rent{two methods of cultivation:
pp. in clip]????????1955? 1?????????????????
????????????






D3/12/1? D3/12/2??????????D3/12/1? Notes and formulae
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???????????????????????
on price, income and pro¯t (8 docs)? n.d.?? D3/12/2? Notes, including












?????????????????????Gilibert 2006, p35??? 2??
???????? 1?????????????????????????
??????????????de Vivo?2003, p.5???? 3????????
???????????????????????????????????





























































???????????? D2/4?????????Lectures on advanced














?????? 64 ?? 4 ?
???? 1??????????16 Lectures in Michaelmas Term 1928-29
?\Advanced Theory of Value"? e 1929-30? e Lent 1931????????










Henderson, Supply and Demand; Clark, Distribution of Wealth; Carver,
Distribution of Wealth; Marshall, Principles; Pigou, Economics of Welfare;
Edgeworth, Papers Relating to Political Economy, Sections 1,6; Davenport,
Economics of Enterprise; Pareto, Manuel d'Economie Politique?????
???????? Classical Economists?????????????????
?????????? Cannan, History of the Theories of Production and























??????? 53 ?? 1 ??1 ??
?????1989??????????????????????
?????1992???????????????????????????????
46 ?? 2 ??7 ??
?????2009???????????????????????????????
??? 63 ? 3 ??12 ??
?????2010????????????????????????????????
? 64 ?? 1 ??6 ??
De Vivo, Gioncarlo?2003?\Sra®a's Path to Production of Commodities by
Means of Commodities. An Interpretation", Contributions to Political
Economy, Vol.22.
Gilibert, Giorgio?2003?\The Equations Unveiled: Sra®a's Price Equations
in the Making", Contributions to Political Economy, Vol.22.
Gilibert, Giorgio?2006?\The Man from the Moon: Sra®a's Upside-down
Approach to the Theory of Value", Contributions to Political Economy,
Vol.25.
Hollander, Samuel?2000?\Sra®a and the Interpretation of Ricardo: The
Marxian Dimension", History of Political Economy, Vol.32, No.2, Summer.
Kurz, Heinz D. and Neri Salvadori?2001?\Sra®a and the mathematicians,
Frank Ramsey and Alister Watson", in T.Cozzi and R.Marchionatti(eds.),
Piero Sra®a's Political Economy: A Centenary Estimate, Rouledge,2001.
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?????? 64 ?? 4 ?
Porta, P.L.?2001?\Sra®a's Ricardo after ¯fty years : A preliminary estimate",
in Evelyn L. Forget and Sandra Peart (eds.), Re°ections on the Classical
Canon in Economics. Essays in honor of Samuel Hollander, Routledge.
Signorino, Rodolfo?2005?\Piero Sra®a's Lectures on the Advanced Theory
of Value 1928-31 and the Rediscovery of the Classical Approach", Review
of Political Economy, Vol.17, No.3, July.
Sra®a, Piero?1960?Production of Commodities by Means of Commodities:
Prelude to a Critique of Economic Theory, Cambridge University Press
??????????????????????????????????1962
??.
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